


Nita is a collection of jewelry and home designs that blurs industrial design and fine art. Discarding 
disciplinary bounds, it applies a process-driven approach to a subtly subversive range of informal yet 
elegant, simple yet culturally nuanced objects that  transmit a palpable zeitgeist. 

This process begins with a visual art theory that balances primary shapes — squares, rectangles, 
circles, ellipses and triangles — with pure materials that convey a  considered purpose, emotion and 
idea. Paired to complement and contrast, these foundational elements create an uncommon harmony 
and explore a design’s individual character and mutable potential. 

The resulting objects  assimilate the patterns, techniques and nuances that surround us, particularly 
within the urban and industrial settings upon which our society is built, with an acute awareness of 
the importance of an efficient and responsible use of materials, processes and local production.

Based in Milan, Italy, Nita was founded by Nicolo Taliani, who unites his European heritage with  
an ongoing exploration of sculpture and fine art, establishing a unique design language that 
synthesizes myriad inspirations. From architects Renzo Piano and Le Corbusier to artists Constantin 
Brancusi, Lucio Fontana and Isamu Noguchi to post-modernism and futurism movements,  
and beyond, this wellspring combines to inform declarative objects, including jewelry, lighting,  
furniture and sculpture.

Tube Collection

Evolving Nita’s ongoing exploration of light, the Tube Collection 

showcases Borosilicate glass tubes typically found in heavy 

industrial chemical plants. Each conceals a transparent, curved 

PMMA rod wrapped in cellophane that captures, traps and refracts 

light, rendering visible the source’s LED rays. The resulting 

sculptural fixtures elegantly illuminate their surroundings at the 

same time they adapt and react to their environment. Each tube is 

fitted with two dimmers, one for each light source.

XL / XXL Collection

Inspired by Thomas Edison’s revolutionary lighting experiments, 

the XL/XXL Collection is physically and philosophically anchored 

by a modern Edison lightbulb. Together with semi-finished 

industrial components, including a transparent Borosilicate 

blown glass base, it recalls the still-existent Edison Laboratories, 

where the infamous inventor developed devices that altered the 

world’s course. 

The lamps’ signature visible, extendable black PVC cords 

infuse the fixed objects with a sense of movement, while their 

respective designs honor the groundbreaking bulb in trademark 

ways.

The XL fixture places a classic silver-crowned, floating Edison bulb 

at the center of its design, whereas the XXL mounts a spotlight 

within a brass support. Sending illumination upwards into the 

etched surface of the lamp’s oversized glass-satin sphere, 

which diffuses the brighter light, it creates the illusion of an 

independently glowing orb.

Switch Collection

A pop take on Thomas Edison’s pioneering lighting experiments, 

the Switch Collection takes inspiration from the Swatch watch’s 

modularity and its name from the on/off button integrated into 

the bulb’s holder. Available in multiple colors, this portable fixture 

features Nita’s signature black cord housed within a Borosilicate 

blown glass base, enabling easy release when moving or adjusting 

the lamp.

Shade Light

Showcasing a contemporary interpretation of a classic bajour 

lampshade, this oversized fixture anchors the Switch Collection. Its 

minimal base and nearly non-existent supports convey a lightness 

that seamlessly complements its surroundings, while the movement 

of the signature visible, extendable PVC cord emphasizes the 

shade’s floating effect. Crafted from subtly textured Pergamino 

paper, the shade emits a soft, diffused light. It also possesses 

slight imperfections, echoing those in the Borosilicate blown glass 

base and underscoring Nita’s dedication to the intersection of 

industry and craft. 

One Table (sizes 55 and 65)

Defying the ancient mathematical adage “you can’t square a circle,” 

this sculptural table combines a circular top with a square base of 

the exact same weight and surface area. Both foundational pieces 

as well as the table’s small circular feet are CNC routed from a single 

metal sheet and assembled using a propriety folding technique, 

exemplifying efficiency of form and the elegance of simplicity.

Handcrafted by Italian artisans. 

Switch Collection

48.2cm h | base 15.3cm

4m (adjustable) black PVC cord

Input voltage: 110 / 240V 

Bulb: 4W LED Opal (2700k)

Cerification: CE, UL



Tube Collection

220cm h | base: 16cm h x 18cm w

2-4.5 black PVC cord

Input voltage: 110 / 240V

Source: 2 x 17.5W LED Dimmable (2700k)

Certification: CE, UL conform

One Table 55 and 65

55cm h | top 33.5cm

65cm h | top 39.5cm

Polished Aluminium

Polished Brass

Stainless steel screws



XL Collection

87.5 cm h | base: 30.5cm

4m (adjustable) black PVC cord

Input voltage 240V 

Bulb: 6W LED silver crown (2700k)

Certification: CE

Shade Collection

85cm h | 65cm diam | base 28.5cm

4m (adjustable) black PVC cord

Input voltage: 110 / 240V 

Bulb: 3* 6W LED Opal (2700k)

Cerification: CE, UL conform

XXL Collection

94 cm h | base: 28.5cm

4m (adjustable) black PVC cord

Input voltage 110V - 240V

Source: 17.5W LED Dimmable (2700k)

Certification: CE, UL conform
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